
presently in line with or above national guidelines. High tuition would

exclude even more students from middle-income families from equal educational

'opportunity: Public support of public colleges ariduni'Versities in Pennsyl-

vania is essential if the, or public policy objectives advocated in his

statement are to be achieved.

(2) Concerted oficks to Control tuition increases art being and

should be made,ky independent colleges and universities. Adoption of a

. lb
program of supplemental institutional assistance grants to independent in-

stitutions serving PHEAA grant holders and the implementation of a system

of contracts, both recommended herein, ,should assist independent college

in,achieving this goal.
.
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A COMPREHENSIVE PROPOSAL FOR

FINANCING, EDUCATION IN PENNSYLVANIA

PRE,FACE

Chapter 4 -of, the April 15, 1971, statement "Proposals by the Penn-
,

sylvania Association of Colleges and Univetsities in the 1970's," repreented

-__-___coffiprehensive plan for financing higher education in the Commonwealth. The

objdctives of the statement largely c'emain valid as do the criteria for se-

lecting methods of finanbing.- However, actions of the Federal government,

reports of the va (ous National study groups, changing-enrollment.patterns,

and State developments suggest the need for a re-analysis of,the method'S of

financing Pennsylvania hither education. This re-,analysis is the purpose of

this statement:``--

INTRODUCTION V

A comprehensive higher education pryram in the ComTonwealth requires

an equally comprehensive system of finance: 1 Although-conventional college-age

enrollment growth,has stabilized, more peopl now seek more services from more

Pennsylvania colleges and universities than A any time in our history: Ex-

panded demands for services, during the 1960's rough' expanded costs, and as

a result7manyNWitutions of higher learning public as well as independent,

faced and are still facing unprecedented finan 1 pressures -- some of crisis

proportion. Many independent institutions have ieved financial'stability
v.

for the short run, but only at considerable cost nstitutional vitality.

The long-term financial outlook 'depicted in the McKin (ey Study (1) remains

(1) Study'of the Financial Condition of Independent Higher Education in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (Commiision for Independent Colleges and
Universities, 1971)

5
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unchanged. II Within this context, it is essential that thee objectives of, the

higher educationjinAncial poJicy,be understood, that the criteria against

which Alternative methods of finance are judged be made explicit; and that

a comprehensive and integrated program of 'finance be projected.,

OBJECTIVES

Five principal objectives must be achieved in the development and

implementation of methods and systems for financing higher education programs

in the Commonwealth. It is essential to insure that:

1) Public.needs and social responsibilities ar: met;

2) -Instttutional accountability is maintained;

3) Highoquality higher eduCation services are provided at the
lowest reasonable cost;

4) Adequate advance planning is available to students and to
institutions to insure full educational o poetunity and
program effectiveness;

5) Equality of educational opportunity is a hieved.

P4b.eic Need.i"

The principal Objectives to be achieved,th sough the investment of

public funds in higher education is the satisfactio of public needs and the

fulfillment of public responsibilities. It is the responsibility of ociety

to insure,that each individual is able td develop his-talents to the fulles

It is also essential to meet the needs of societY,forAlighlytteained pro-
,

fessional persons for scientific, technologicaland social 'discoveries and

innovations. Diversity -- ,among higher education institutions, in educational

programs, and in opportunities for personal choice -- is essential if the needs

of Individuals and-theneeds of'society are to, be met. Policies of,higher

6'
(2)
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education finance are effective to the extent that they sustain thit diver-
.

sity and enable colleges and universities to be responsive to public needs

and priorities.

Accountabitity

-It is essential that policies and methods of finance insure public

accountability for the use of public funds:' The expenditure of public funds

can only be made in terms of the realization of public purposes. Whether

public funds are invested in public institutions, or in independent colleges

and universities-, or whether grants and loans of public onies are made to

assist students, the purposes for which such funds are nvested must be made.

expliCit and in accord with public needs and priorities. Public accountability

., therefore requires that methods of financing insure a direct relationship be-

tween the allocation of funds and the realization of purpose.

tgoatity and E66icieney

Third, policies and methods of finance must insure both quality aid

economy in higher education, programs and services. At time in their history

have American colleges anchuniversities. faced greater challenges to improve,

their effectiveness and to lift the quality of their services to society. 'Si-
t,

multaneously, colleges and universities are. pressured to increase their,ef-
,

'ficienc,y, productivity and economy of, operations. Quality and effiCiency go

hand in hand, for improved effectivepess of higher education programs will be

possible only if aldequate reurces are available, but resource requirements ,

are,so extensive that they must be accompanied by greater efficiency ane

economy of operation _Within this context, policies and methods of higher

education finance must insure that higher education.services of high quality

7
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are provided to the citizens of the Commonwealth and that these services'.

are made available at the loWest reasonable cost, without unnecessary

',duplication and with maximum efficiency and economy.

Advance, geanning
ti

It must be the aim of public policy and 'methods of higher education

finance to enable adequate advance planning by students and by institutions.

U

The inability of students-ta.plan their finances in advance and t6 anticipate

theWoptions with some assurance leads.to uncertainty and, for many, to a

potential weakening,,of educational opportunity. Advanced financing planning

is equally essential to fnstitutionssand to the public interest.

'Equatity ott Educationat'Oppontanity

It' is essential that policies and methods of finance insure equal

access to higher education institutions. Nationally, students from the

higher-income groups are far more likely to attend college than are lower-
.,

income students. Increasingly, students from middle-income families face

financial barrjers to college attendance. These financial barriers.must be

removed to insure equality of higher educational opportunity. In addition,

to financial barriers, certain students, because of prior. experiences, may

haVe educational handiqaps that prevent them from gaining accets.to equal

opportunity in our society. Finally,'equality of educational opportunity

scan be made available only if there is access to all kinds of institutions:

public and independent, community college and university, large institution

and small.

8
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aft.,Ltmi,a 40.4 Saecang Method. o4 Financing

If the above policy objectives are to be achieved -- imuring that

public needs are'met, that there is full 'public accountability, that both

quality and economy are assured, that thereAs adequate advanced planning,

and that quality of educational opportunity is maintained -- sound criteria

(must be avai able as guides to the selection and evaluation.of alternative

methods for higher education finance-. The criteria as well as the policy

objectives they are intended to,achieve should apply regardless.of the nature

of the institution, public or independent, or its specific role in the com-

prehensive higher education program in the.Commonwealth. Eight criteria are

listed beloW:

1) Diveuity o4 Choice. Diversity, pluralism, freedom of choice,
and expanded higher education opportunity are available through the
differentiated system of publicly-supported higher education and
through the preservation of the contributions of public and inde-
pendent-higher education. Plans for financing Pennsylvania higher
education should-take a broad view of total higher education ca-
pacity, public and independent. The distinctive contributions of
all components of /the totO programs should be sustained and . ,

strengthened .7-

2) FunctionOi Accountabitity. Although institutional self-interest
and the broadly defined'pdblic interest frequently will coincide, the
statement of the public interest should be clear in the allocation of
public monies to pdblic or, independent institutions.

3) A Commonwealth. Sy4tem. Unwise duplication and unnecessary pro-
liferation of higher education programs and resources should be a-
voided. Differential functions among institutions must be respected.
The Commonwealth should also be mindful of existing resources in in-
dependent institutions and utilize those resources when it is socially
and pconomically'sound to do so. While first priority must be given
to the allocation of public funds in public institutions, the allo-
cation of public funds to utilize' resources Of.independ nt institu-
tion's in the public interest is also important in a coordinated
State-wide program.

4) Sound Management Pitactice4. .Programs of assistance to public as
well as independent higher education should encourage efficient

9
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management, a high level of quality control, *and sound planning at
the institutional level. Policies and proVams.of assistance should
not, for example, inadvertently bring about the raising of prices
(tuitions), or result in an unintended misplacement of'institutional
mission or priorities, such as in areas of graduate, professional or
technical education. Such goal displacement can increase rather than
relieve, cost pressures.

5) Selectivity o6 Support. Differentiated mission requires
entiated support. apti all colleges and universities, public or in-
dependent; can be assumed to serve equally the public interest or
all public heeds, nor should public funds be used to sustain at a'

subsistence level institutions that might better be dissolved or
merged.

6) Shared Fi6cat
t

Re4pon4ibitity. Multiple sources of institutional.
support sustain a quality of academic freedom'and vitality not likely
under a, more restricted single source of institutional support. Pub,
`lic policy and programs should be designed to encourage institutions
to develop multiple support systems and should stimulate rather than
diminish the growth of traditional private support sources.

7) Adaptabitity and Reekibititq. Public support programs should be
flexibre, open to changing conditions, and capable of public control.
Equity, efficiency, and effectiveness require that programs, policies,
and formulae for financial support to higher education be reviewed
frequently and that they be changed appropriately to conform to chang-
ing societal needs, changing institutional mission and changing con-
ditions in the total pattern of public and independent higher education.

8) Leet and Coutitutionae Concetn4. Policies and pi-ograms of in-
stitutional and student support must be legally and constitutionally
sound. If legal or constitutional barriers stand in the way of what
would otherwise appear to be sound public policy, appropriate steps
should be taken to modify the legal ortonstitutional structure, but
it should not be violated.

MethodA o6 Financing Highet.Education

A comprehensive and effective program of higher education in Pennsyl,

vania requires equally comprehensive and effective methods for allocating re-

sources-among institutions and students. Further, such a program must be de-

signed in light of the most current knowledge and developments in higher edu-

cation finance. Four major factors of a recent nature-bearing on financing

higher education are examined in the pages that follow: factions of the Federal

io
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government, reports of the various' national groups studying higher education,

enrollment trends, and State developments. Recommendations are presented un-

der two topics: Financial Aid to Students and Financial Aid to Institutions.

Ac t69 oti the Fedeua govetnment have been to 'reduce institutional

aid and to redirect, Federal higher. education resources to students. The Nu-
A

cat, ion Amendments' of 1972 were hailed as landmark legislation in this regard.
--,..

. .

Basic Opportunity Grants (BOG's), similar to PHEAA need-based grants, rapidly

are becoming the Federal government's prtmary vehicle for support to higher

t 2

education. Although the size of grants.awarded An the first year was small

and grants were limited to freshmen, the Administration ha's requested major

increases. All indications are'that Federal aPpropriations,for BOG's will

increase several times over the next few yearsy The Education Amendments of

1972 also included indUcements in the form of matching grants'to states'that

increase their appropriations for need-based grants. The Amendments provide

also for student-following grants to institutions, although this provision was

not funded and a.Senate amendment to renew the provision was abandoned fn ,coml-

mittee. Federal loans to higher education students have, likewise been put on

a need base. Graduate education would be funded on a student-per-capita basis.

Impeication4: (1) The Federal government is beginning to operate in

the same area as PHEAA, although at present and in the foreseeable future Federal

limits on the amount of support and number of students that can be aided is

such that PHEAA must provide the'major support to Pennsylvania students.

'(2) Institutional grants from the Federal,government

have been cut drattically, especially for research universities, making it

necessary for the states to continue to provide the bulk of institutional

support.

P. A. C. U.



(3) State financing'.policy is affected by Federal.

actions and intentions; state efforts should not ddplioate Federal-efforts.

(4) Students from middle- income fomilies, for the

most part, do not qualify for either Federal grants or loans. .Further, they

are faced with higher tuition resulting in part from escalating costs and the

reduation of Federal grants to institutions.

(5) Federal, matching grants to states may induce many

states to increase appropriations for need-based student grant programs, par-
-

ticularly those states presently having only limited student grant programs.

.(6) Student-following grants to institutionsare un-

likely to occu .t the Federal level.
o

(7) For some institutions, it maybe costly to accept

Federal (or state) grant recipients. These students often require additional

financial assistance and are a further financial drain on institutions be-
,

cause they require special counseling, expanded curricula, minority affairs

offi90.i etc,
g

Vartiou4 nationatAtudy gkoup4 have, since 1971, issued comprehensive

plans for the tinance of higher education. Groups such as the Carnegie Com-

mission' and the .,Committee for Economic Development have given attention to the

total higher eddcation financial condition and to now each segment of finance,

relates to 'all others. These reports ,have aroused considerable public dis-
.

cussion and debate. Principal recommendations are that additional resources

be directed to undergraduate student grants and loans and that maximum student

grant amounts be raised. To free the-necessary resources, they advocate that

tuition in the public institutions be rai ed to the point that it represents

(8)
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e.
. from one-third to one-half-of the instructional costs, the4specifi mount

. 4

depending, on the document cited. The
,

Carnegie proposal sug9ps s that the.

tuition gap be eedUced to the extent that private'c011ege fuitions represent

two and one-halt,times public college tuitions. The reports generally con-
s.'

6 4 v;.

sider the funding of graduate education properly to be the domain of Cate-
- ,

gorical,grants to institutions, compftedon'the basis .of the number o

,9raduatestudents 'enrolled.

Tuitions in the CoMmonwealth's colleges fall toward the upper end of

they range of 4itionsrecommended by the study groups. State-related unier-

sity tuitions 'ar at or near the maximum recommended, being about one- ,half of

instruct onal costS\ State-owned institution tuitions constitute about 40 to:
. .

,

.

45 percent instructional costs'. Community ollege tuitions are approximately'
*'f> pat _Y/

^

b,

.50-percent Of struqi nal costs. Theqratio.between tuition charges in the,r,f,

.public and 1 epep ent colleges and universities also approximates the recom-'
\ ' D

.
' (

mendations of the na onal §study groups. ,
g

44.

41

Imptcati6ns: All major national reports are based on'a "zero
. -

" assumption by which is as'sumed that the total pool of resources avail-
.

able 'to.higher education.patio0allymill nOtrexpand significantly in the fore-
, a

,seeable fUture, MoSt rePorts,tiowever, recognize regional and qltedifferences-

and ,adVocate equalizing aeons on the part of many state governmenthich, the

reports hold, should expand their higher education effort to seeKpriorify with

leadingxstates.

(2) Pennsylvania, which ranks 42nd among the 50 states,

in the per capita amount directed to'higher education and 45th when, state per
Of

capita income is considered, ,should reasonably expect that state higher 'Wu-

'cation funding will 'expand to gain parity with coMParable States. This is not

13
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to say that the rate of increase instate appropriations for higher edu-

.cation need be at the level-of the 196Ws. The era of tremendous enrollment.

growth is behind us; the campuses have largely been built and the needs of

the great mass of new students have been met. Nevertheless, Pennsylvania

has some'major gatchirfg up to do ln the support, of higher, education.

(3) ;Tuitions in Pennsylvania's public ins$4utions

are already near or beyond the recommendations of the vatious study groups,
0

)

evenhhoUgh the study groups set target dates from five to ten years for the

realization of,their goals.

a
.7

Changing entatment pattam suggest many new considerations bear-
a

,

ing upon higher education finance policy. Enrollment fbrecasts by the U.S.

Census Bureau have been revised downward three time in the past three yeart.

AccOrdin4 to Cenus Bureau.foreCasts, enrollments woufd increase by.three

million in the 70's (most of which has already been\realized), decrease by

one Milian in the 80's, and, increase again by 2.7 million in the 90's. A

September report of the Carnegie Commission also,revised downward its earlier

enrollment projections in a.similar fashibn. The declining portion of white

males' attending college fn,the college--age group is an important factor (from

44 percent at its peakto 37 percent t 1973); but the primary reason, for these

downward forecasts in higher education enrollmentt is, at least for the next

20 or so years, an irreversible one: - lowered birth rates.
. , ,

.
. i .

Trends in Pennsylvania appear to be consistent with those observed
. '"-..'.

nationally. Early data for 1973 show only an estimated .7 percent enrollment
4

increase in the/State-owned institutions, compared to a 1.8 percent gain in

-- sr

1972. A substantial portion of institutions, including some'independent

49.

7. o
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col eges, State-owned colleges and community colleges, experienced net en-

roll ent declines in 1973-74. Among the four State-related universities, the

1973 nrollments are essentially unchanged.

If the national pattern is followed completely in Pennsylvania, the

slight enrollAent gains will be solely in terms of part-time students. Al-

though the number of traditional full-time students nationally has dropped

slightly, a "new! 'student clientele is emergtng. These are the non-traditional
-)

students, Some of whom are employed full time, some of whom are housewives,

whoea-e retired l'ersons. They are 65tivated differently from

tudents, and they have somewhat different educational needs.

and some, o

traditiona

'Thekneeds
e

epresent the'new demands to be met by :higher education. in the

toMmonwealth and polity must'be formulated in light of this reality.

Impticatan0 (1) Policy recommendations based on the assumption,

that there are or will be more students than places are not realistic. En-

rollments in some Pennsylvania public and independent institutions are de-
c
dining; leaving

of stabiliied and

priori ty I though

unused
,

capacity. Public policy must reflect the reality
; . .

ven declining college enrollments during the.next decade.

(2) Facilities construction will become a' far lower

there will continue to be a need for building maintenance

and repairs and occasional replacement.

necessary to serve changir,g functions.

Renovation and remodeling will be

State dekbpments. have been considerable since 1971, but' two bear

specific mention. Since the passage of Act 195, collective bargaining has

entered the,higher education scene in the Commonwealth. The entire State-
,

owned system hat been organized and now forms a single bargaining unit. Many

4,
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community colleges have become engaged fully in bargaining.. The State-

related universities are in varying stages of the process of collective

bargalning.

Although costs continue to rise in all sectors, the community col-

leges experience particular difficulties because their per student reim-

bursements from the State are fixed by law. Further, certain-commdnity 401-

, lege programs that-ire particularly expensive are experiencing heavy demands

as the job market shifts; and, with the expansion of non-traditional studies,

new, Students are demanding new services. An added complication is that com-,

munity college students, whose local and county governmental agencies have

deelinea'to join a community college financing district, must pay double

tuition to make up for the one-thirdcontribution expected !mit notvreceived

from sponsoring governments. Presently, there is little or no State sup-
.

ported incentive to expand the availability of .community college services
0 4

in areas where there are no community colleges.

AmpticationA: (1) A$ might have been anticipated, the drafters of

Act 195 were not able to foresee all the difficulties that were to arise as

a result of collective bargaining. One major difficulty has been the timing

of appropriations and the implementation of contracts. Presently, contracts

are made operative prior' to the appropriation 'of funds by the Legislature;

causing serious problems of institutional management and uncertain conditions

for, faculty members.

4 (2) The existing legal limit of Commonwealth subsidy

of $400 per full-time equivalent student for community college operation does

not reflect increasing costs. It is especially inadequate to"meet the costs

of technical programs, considering rising costs and student demand.

16
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(3) Programs of a non-traditional nature that are

coming to serve higher education's "new students" are not supported ade-

quately by present financing schemes.

(4) Students residing inrnon-sponsoring community°

college districts are unfairly treated in terms.of the high tuitions they,,

must pay. While4'enrollment trends may limit the need for starting of new

campuses, equal student access must be guaranteed through utilizing existing

facilities mort effectively to deliver educational services.

Recommendation!,

The following recommendations are organized in three'parts. First

are suggeitions related directly to students. Second are recommendations

concerning institutional grants, and third are suggestions concerning tuition

,policies.

Financiat Aid to Recommendateon4

- The costs of attending college have increased dramatically over the

last decade. Tuition charges, no matter how modest, have'served as a barrier

to college attendance for some students.. The ,cost of living away from home

Can further restrict student choice among institutions and may, in fact, make

a college education for many students unlikely or impossible. The Common-

wealth has the obligation to assist in the development of each person's full

potential and to meet the complex manpower needs of our society. Lt, there-
el

fore also has an obligation to insure that there is equitable access to

Pennsylvania's higher education programs, regardless of ability to'pay, for

all citizens of the Commonwealth who can benefit from study at the college

level.

17
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The Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency is designed to

assist students who, without Commonwealth assistance, would not be able to

enroll in the institutions of higher learning of their choice. Thousands

of Pennsylvania residents have been able to obtain a college education as a

result of this program. Even with its successes, further improvement and ex-

pansion of the program are recommended if it is to serve fullythe heeds of
,c)

students and of the Commonwealth. The following recommendations are-advanced:0

(1) The maximum PHEAA grant should be raised to $2,000'and the family

income ceiling should be raised to $20,000. State grants to low-income stu-

dents are too small to allow adequate freedom of choice among institutions.

the increasi g financial burden is coming to rest on middle-income students

who should now be granted some State subsidies.'

2) Efforts should be made to achieve more effective corPeTation of

all forms of student aid from Federal, State and local sources. Appropriations

should be made in time for student awards to accompany offers of admission. A

closer correlation of infciftation collection and utilization between PHEAA and

institutions should be-explored.

(3) Expansion of the PHEAA program should attempt to take adVantage,

where practical, of Federal inducements for additional State initiatives in

th4 area. Although it is always difficult to anticipate Federal actions,

the existing Federal legiglation would, if fully funded, match State initiatives

in the student grant area on a dollar-for-dollar basis.

(4) The Commonwealth should exercise the initiative in"urging other

states to establish reciprocal arrangements to allow students to transport

State grants across State lines. Presently, Pennsylvania exports far more

dollar support for higher education than it imports, largely due to the

. 18
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restrictive policies of most bordering states. The net outflow is about

$7.5 million. If after concerted effort reciprocity is not brou h bout,

present policies should be, reassessed and priorities revised with li

tion to reciprocating states.

Fc anerica Aid to Institution4: RecommendationA

It is essential that effegtive methods of financing higher edu-

cation institutions be devised to insure that public needs and priorities

are addressed and fully met, that tuition and fee charges are conducive to

the fullest possible higher educational opportunity, that institutional

accountability is insured and that high quality programs and services are

provided at reasonable cost.

The Commonwealth Master Plan for Higher EducaVon defines the pri-

mary responsibilities of the Commonwealth Universities, the State,owned col- :

leges and university, and the community colleges in ,Pennsylvania., As set

forth in the Plan, Pennsylvania must place'first priority on maintaining a

strong and'viable public higher education sector, responsible to Common-

wealtti needs.\ Only through enlightened public support can these institutions'

continue to provide the educational quality and equity essential in Pennsylvania.

The cost of attending college presents a problem to the vast majority,,

of students and their families. The great bulk of college students comejrom

families of low and middle incomes. They depend upon relatively low tuition

levels and on adequate financial aid. Even though a small proportion,of stu-

dents may be able tb pay more, there is profound democratic merit in having

student bodies that are a mixture of all economic sectors. Moreover, the

fundamental justification of public support of public higher educatiO and

19
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of a financial aid program for students in all institutions,is that pub-

lic benefit accrues &oil this education clearly to excess of, personal'

benefit,

,The Master Plan also considers the independent colleges'and uni-

veesities within the State as integral components of a comprehensive pro-
.

'gram. 'It reflects the historicol concern forthose independent institutions

I

. whose prdtent and future capacity to renderservice and to meet new' re
am

Isponsibilities has-been instrumental to the total higher education effort.

It is clettrly in the-public interest-to sustain access to and insure the.

, contributions of Pennsylvania's independent colleges and universities,

. which now educate over 42 percent:of all our higher - education Students.

Public as well as independent institutions have a special obli-

'gation to insure that full educational opportunity is available to students

who have-been disadvantaged by virtue of limited financial resourcei,or by

prior educational handicaps. Financial aid for disadvantaged students must

be made available, but equally important is the need to provide special edu-

cational programs, counseling and remedial work to help thesedstudents over-

come prior educational inadequacies. Financial support must.be allocated to

institutions, public and independent, to support the. development and operation

of effective programs in this area.

Within thit context, the following recommendations are offered:

'(1) Over the next decade, total *State expenditures for higher edu-

cation in the Commonwealth Should be increased to gain parity with the

national norm. Per Capita expenditures by State government for higher edu-

cation are unusually low relative to other states, largely,because the

significant independent sector has assumed thud of the responsibility and

because pftherelatively high tuitions paidin'the public sector.

20
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4
(2) State financing patterns should be designed with full cog-

,nizance of the direction of Federal legislation. In order to conserve

the higher education nesources of the Commonwealth, State legislative

aims should reflect an awareness Of the higher education funding thrusts

of the Federal government.

(3) Institutional incentives for capital improvements (e.g.,- in-

terest-free construction loans) should be studied carefully to place

greater emphasis on renovati'op and change of function. Present uncer-

tainties in enrollments and projected declines in the rate of enrollment

'growth suggest the wisdoni of this policy.' .0.

(a) It is rcjwmended that interest-free loans be provided in

independent and pub institutions for,approved projects )in which the pub,

lic need can be clearly demonstrate

(4) The current institutional rant program to provide special edu-

cational assistance to disadvantaged itudentv(Act 101) should be reviewed

t - andi where appropriate, revised to increase institutional flexibility in the

, .
. ,

administration and operation of Such Orograms and to insure full funding.

The costs incurred in providihg services for disadvantaged students are in

excess of the amounts, provided b'y Act 101. While not all institutions should

attempt to provide special programs for disadvantaged students, those insti-

tutions having, made this commitment must have the freedom and encouragement

to develop programs tailored to be effective in a given institutional setting.

(5) The ctfuncil Of Higher Education, with the'support of the Penn-

. sylvania Association of Colleges and Universities, should urge vigorously

that the General Assembly solve the problem of advanced authorilatiOn of

appropriations to institutions and to PHEAA. Action on appropriationT,tends
4.
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to come six months to a,full year later than needed for sound planntngtand
,

'operations, Personhel_deciSions, including salary planning, are. difficult
, .

0.
,

,
, .

,

and confusjoh and waste result when institutions do not know what their

ap'propria'tions will be.- During strategic times of the year, when decisions

involving employment of faculty, the setting of admissions policies., the

ordering of equipment, and the scheduling of Classes are made, fiscal 'Lin-
,

certainties often result in less than optimal decision making.

Foroany institutions, late legislative'appropriations complicate

the settlement of collective bargaining contracts. The present situation

'results in severe, management problems and faculty uncertainty It is to

the advantage of all parties that final collective, bargainingagreements

. be reached, where possible, following legislative action on appropriations.

(6) Public policy and programs should be designed to stimulate

rather than diminish the grOWth of traditional, private support: The ef-

lectiVeness of higher education institutions, botti public and independent,

has been enhanced'by the long tradition of private gifts and grants.' The'

-existing pluralistic form of institutional support has sustained a quality.

of academic freedom and institutional independence that would have been 4M-
.

poSsible if institutional support had been restricted to a 'single source.

(7) In the allocaii6 of public funds°, first priority mustbe aiven

to supporting public institutions,. The Commonwealth has worked to construct

the basic elements essential to a viabiesystem of public higher education

and that system must be preserved.

(8) State financing policy should recognize that priority funding for

public institutions must be clearly upon the institutional grant mode. Federal-

policy has-selected direct student assistance as its primary vehicle for

tvC
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support-to higher education, with° the assumption that the states will accept

responsibility for institutional, funding°. The reports of the various national

study groups also recommend this division of financing responsibilities by .

the separate governments..

(9)'' Immediate efforts should be directed to the development and per-

fection of differentiated formulae as primary guides for arriving at appro-

priations for the State-owneCand State-related colleges and universities in

the Commonwealth. Different formulae are required for each.of the two major
<I

segments in order to insure that purposeful differences in functions among

public institutions are reflected. The funds allocated to each institution

must be appropriate to the particular functions of that institution.

(10) The existing legaT limitatton of Commonwealth subsidy of $400

per full-time equivalent student for annual operating costs of community col-
,

leges shbuld be raised. The legal limitatiob should be reviewed and, if

necessary, revised annually to insure that the legal limitation on costs does
o

not restrict community college programs;,

The existing legal limitation for spedialized career, programs should

be.raised to $1,700 per full-time equivalent student. Of critical importance

to Pennsylvania's community coliegeskis%passage of legislation that would help

to cover the rising costs of, these relatively expensive programs.

(11) Consideration should be given by the State to the possibility of

providing support tb help cover the expensivelirsephase of development of

community college services. Such supportwould enable institutions to broaden

their program'offerings, particularly in bon-traditional 'areas, and serve more

fully the cause of open access and equal opportunity in Pennsylvania higher

education.
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(12) Act 346, providing for post-secondary institutes in connection

with area vocational-technical schools, should not be implemented. The State

already has an adequate educational system for meeting the needs to be served

by this bill. PennsylVania can ill afford further.proliferation of college

level educational programs.

(13) Legislation should be enacted to allow a "charge back" to the

county or to the school district in which the student resides, the sponsor's

share of normal tuition and fees from non-sponsoring districts. this would

allow the charging of egular tuitions to these community college students.

(14) In the allocation of public funds to independent institutions,

strident- following grants (supplemental institutional assistance grants) should

be funded at a level that will, in part, compensate independent institutions

for the costs of educating holders of PHEWneed-based grants. The education
v1

of these Pennsylvania students with financial need is, clearly in the public

interest. The sum of $600 should be awarded to independent institutions for

each PHEAA grant recipient enrolled. Such grants are to be administered by

the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency.

(16) A system of contractsShould be established in Pennsylvania to,

provide direct assistance to independent institutions in accord with defined

public needs not met in the public sector. The unused capacity of the inde-
.

pendent sector'should be utilized where the public sector is deemed insuf-

ficient. Therefoi-e, although priority in funding must be to the public sec-

tor, some independent colleges might well assume a supplementar'y public role

and be inanced accordingly throUgh contr'acts.

(a) The State should continue to assist with the, operating costs

of the presently State-aided institutions while converting,to the contract mode

for these institutions.
24
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(b) Proposals for the creation of new academic programs or

the expansion of existing ones through the contract mode should be con-

sidered in light of present or possible future unused higher education

capacity in the Commonwealth.

(16) It is recommended that the legislation establishing the Penn-

sylvania Higher Education Facilities Authority be continued. The Authority

assists in the financing of construction of capita) facilities at independent

institutions of higher education through the sale of long-term bonds, repaid

through a pay-as-you-go lease-back system of capital investment.

Tuition-Choc/L.9u: RecommendationA

Students enrolled in Pennsylvania colleges and universities, public

and independent, already carry a major share of the costs associated with

college attendance, including tuition, books and educational materials, liv-

ing expenses, and income lost by leaving or not entering the labor market.'

Of these costs, tuition charges are among the most visible and can present

significant barriers to freedom of access to higher education opportunity.

As pointed out earlier, an effective program of financial aid to students is

essential to meet this problem. It is also essential, however, that tuition
y

and fee charges be kept as low as possible to assure the widest possible ac-
,

cess to higher education,

(1) For the foreseeable future; tuitions in the public institutions

of the Commonwealth should not-be raised above their present already high

levels. Appropriations to Pennsylvania public colleges and universities

must be made with the full recognition that tuition levels are already high

-- among the highest in the Nation's public institutions -- and are
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(presently in line with or above national guidelines. Higher, tuition\ would

exclude even more students from middle-income families from equal educational

opportunity. Public support of public colleges andouniversitieS in Pennsyl-
.

vania is essential'if the major public policy objectives advocated in this
r

statement are to be achieved.
4

(2) Concerted efforts to control tuition increases are being and

should be made by independent colleges and universities. Adoption of a

program of supplemental institutional assi§tance grants to independent in-

stitutions serving PHEAA grant holders and the implementation'of a syst

of contracts, both recommended herein, should assist independent colleges

in achieving this goal.
4'09
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